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Allows separation of payloads into multiple smaller spacecraft

Advanced technology enables capabilities in the 4 to 1,000 kg range

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo., April 8, 2013 – Boeing [NYSE: BA] is developing a family of small satellite prototypes,
called Phantom Phoenix, that can quickly and affordably be manufactured and configured for specific missions.

Sharing a common architecture, flight software and simplified payload integration options, the satellites could
perform missions ranging from intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance to planetary science.  

“Our customers need greater mission flexibility from smaller satellites that can be built more affordably, and
delivered more quickly, without sacrificing quality,” said Boeing Phantom Works President Darryl Davis.
“Building upon the success Boeing has had with expanding our 702 satellite family, we’ve rapidly developed a
line of satellites to address the market between large geosynchronous spacecraft and nanosatellites.”

The Phantom Phoenix prototypes have three configurations:

Phantom Phoenix -- 500 to 1,000 kg mid-class; designed for single and dual launch.
Phantom Phoenix ESPA -- 180 kg ESPA-class; attaches to a common interstage adapter allowing for the
launch of more than one satellite at a time. Up to six small satellites could be deployed during a single
mission, reducing launch costs.
Phantom Phoenix Nano -- 4 to 10 kg nanosatellite; offers affordable technology for science and weather
missions.

Phantom Phoenix will be designed for all major launch vehicles.

“Boeing has been providing quality satellites to our global customers for over five decades,” said Bruce Chesley,
director of Advanced Space & Intelligence Systems. “The Phantom Phoenix prototypes are designed to give our
commercial and government customers affordable, agile solutions to address the ever-evolving market and
mission requirements.”

Equipped with tailored avionics and selective redundancy options, the satellites meet mission requirements for
reliability and service life at an affordable cost. The satellites also feature high autonomy, streamlined
operations and low-risk integration. Boeing will conduct initial technology development in Huntington Beach,
Calif.

A unit of The Boeing Company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security is one of the world's largest defense, space
and security businesses specializing in innovative and capabilities-driven customer solutions, and the world’s
largest and most versatile manufacturer of military aircraft. Headquartered in St. Louis, Boeing Defense, Space
& Security is a $33 billion business with 59,000 employees worldwide. Follow us on Twitter: @BoeingDefense.
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B-roll video is available to media through the contacts below.

Contact:

Cheryl Sampson
Phantom Works
Office: +1 714-934-9373
Mobile: +1 714-330-8021
cheryl.a.sampson@boeing.com

Didi VanNierop
Phantom Works
Office: +1 314-232-1624
Mobile: +1 210-454-2656
deborah.a.vannierop@boeing.com        
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